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vertical® Conference
»

Audio- and videoconferences

»

Sharing and editing of content

»

Scalable to multiple conference rooms

»

User-friendly, intuitive handling

»

Ready-to-use, comprehensive total solution

»

Easy implementation

In today’s world you need a modern working environment, which allows your teams to cooperate wherever their
members are currently located. In addition, global collaborations with clients and partners have become more
important. As the trend towards flexible working conditions has become more and more important, it is crucial to
offer places where people can become creative and exchange ideas regularly.

With vertical® conference we provide an innovative platform with the potential to disrupt the classical conference
setting. Indeed, as we connect people audiovisually, enable the mutual editing of documents, and the integration
of multi-media content, we create a completely different and new meeting experience.

vertical® Conference
Independent from your current technology, vertical’s® conference solution allows you to plan,
manage, and conduct meetings. We provide you with a ready-to-use solution, which needs solely to be
connected with the internet. Start creating virtual conferences and invite participants to all settings.
Thereby, each conference room is an independent participant and can thus act itself as an organizer in
a meeting. After having logged in with your credentials, a web-based planning program allows you to
set up a meeting. Besides setting up new meetings, you can also change existing meetings and send
invitations with your e-mail program. Additionally, you can also start ad hoc meetings in each
conference room. Each room has its own
display, which shows the time at which the
room is occupied and the person who set
up this meeting.
Thanks to the user-friendly modular smart
hub, you can use vertical® conference
without any additional hardware.

Our Tip:
In combination with
vertical® mail, your
calendar will notify you
about possible free slots
as it recognizes each
room’s schedule.

The intuitive video- and telephone conference solution
is readily scalable to your personal needs, no matter
whether you use smaller huddle rooms or bigger meeting and conference rooms (6-20 participants). You can
flexibly equip your rooms with our basic solution and
add extension at any point of time.

Huddle Rooms

vertical® huddle rooms are the ideal solution for meetings with 4-6 participants. The triangular conference
telephone is an exhaustive audio, video, and content-sharing solution and ideal for collaborations in groups.
The touch-screen provides an intuitive and easy-to-use handling. You can connect your devices via cable or in a
wireless way and share all your content in real time.

Thanks to three integrated microphones and high-quality loudspeakers, you will have an excellent audio quality
within a range of six meters. A camera will provide you with high-performance HD- videos and – content in real
time. This ensures a thorough, visual collaboration.

Meeting Rooms

vertical® meeting rooms are an ideal option for medium-sized meeting rooms for 6-20 participants.

The small IP conference phone in connection with a HD camera is a comprehensive audio, video, and
content-sharing solution and perfect for a collaboration in groups. You can connect your devices via cable or in a
wireless way and share all your content in real time with your colleagues or clients.
You can enhance your equipment any time with a touchpad. By using integrated buttons, which will be displayed
on your touchscreen, you can easily start conversations. An incorporated motion sensor enables automatic
framing, whereby, the camera will zoom in on the speaker regardless of his/her location in the room.

Additional options
Both vertical® huddle rooms and vertical® meeting rooms can be enhanced with additional options.
Hereby you have the choice between conference displays, corresponding pedestals, and multi-media-walls.

Functions
HD audio
Experience the high-quality audio transmission with HD quality. Our modern audio technology comprises both
sound absorbers and acoustic echo cancellation and reduces any background noise. Thanks to this, you are
always able to conduct calls without interference. We promise you a unique conference experience as you can
always easily connect, hold, redirect, and accept calls.

HD videos
For an even more comprehensive collaboration, you can complement your audio meeting with a HD video
transmission. Connect to other sites, clients, and partners via high-quality video conferences in real time.
With a resolution of up to 1080p and 60 images per second, you will experience a video transmission in lifelike
colours and flowing movements. Everything can be readily adapted to your own needs and conference rooms.

Content
Teams can now work efficiently regardless of team members’ locations thanks to interactive sharing and editing
options. Shared content has the same quality as all local data which ensures a smooth collaboration with all
selected participants. Start sharing, no matter whether you prefer videos, diagrams, or animations.

Prices
vertical® Conference packages
Huddle Rooms

Meeting Rooms

Audio

Video

Medium

Large

Polycom®
RealPresence Trio™

Polycom® RealPresence
Trio™ Collaboration Kit

IP telephony

✔

✔

✔

✔

video telephony

✖
HD Webcam

Polycom® Eagle Eye IV-4X

Polycom® Eagle Eye IV-12X

conference
solution

control

Polycom® RealPresence Group 500

touch display (5 inch, integrated)
Polycom® RealPresence Touch (10 inch)

price

94,00 €

439,00 €

478,00 €

+ 37,50 €

+ 37,50 €

+ 75,00 €

✖

+ 85,00 €

+ 85,00 €

+ 125,00 €

✖

+ 27,00 €

+ 27,00 €

+ 54,00 €

80,00 €

Attachments for conference
55“ Professional
Conference Display

multi-media-wall
(including. company logo
& lighting)

pedestal

✖

All prices are VAT excluded and require an existing vertical entity. If this does not apply for your company, an additional basic charge incurs.

vertical GmbH
Otto-Volger-Straße 3 - 5 a/b
65843 Sulzbach
Hotline +49 6196 8017 0
Fax +49 6196 8017 299
www.vertical.de
info@vertical.de

